We propose a new algorithm to find worst cases for correct rounding of an analytic function. We first reduce this problem to the real small value problem -i.e. for polynomials with real coefficients. Then we show that this second problem can be solved efficiently, by extending Coppersmith's work on the integer small value problem -for polynomials with integer coefficients -using lattice reduction [4, 5, 6] .
Introduction
The IEEE-754 standard for binary floating-point arithmetic [11] , approved in 1985 by the IEEE Standards Board and the American National Standards Institute, requires that all four basic arithmetic operations (·, , ¢, ¤) and the square root are correctly rounded. For a given function, floating-point inputs for which it is difficult to guarantee correct rounding, called worst cases, are numbers for which the exact result -as computed in infinite precision -is near a machine number, or near the middle of two consecutive machine numbers. This is the famous "Table Maker's Dilemma" problem (TMD for short). Several authors [13, 21, 12, 14, 19] have shown that for the class of algebraic functions, such worst cases cannot be too near from a machine number or the middle of two consecutive machine numbers. Such bounds enable one to design some efficient algorithms that guarantee correct rounding for division and square root, and less efficient algorithms for other algebraic functions.
However, for non-algebraic functions, number theory bounds are not sharp enough, which makes correct rounding harder to implement. This is probably the reason why the IEEE-754 standard does not require correct rounding for those functions. Muller and other authors proposed in [20] to introduce different levels of quality for transcendental functions. This proposal was presented by Markstein at the May 2002 meeting of the IEEE-754 revision group, but the conclusion was that "we're not yet ready to standardize".
Systematic work on the Table Maker's Dilemma was done by Lefèvre and Muller [16] , who published worst cases for many elementary functions in double precision (AE ¾ ¿ ), over the full range for some functions. Alas, their approach is too expensive to deal with the quadruple precision, which is included in the current revision of the IEEE-754 standard. Thus currently the only possible approaches for higher precisions are either to guess a reasonable bound on the precision required for the hardest to round cases and to write a library computing up to that precision, or to write a generic multiple-precision library. For instance, Ziv's MathLib library does the former, where the guessed bound is bits for double precision [22] . Having an efficient algorithm to find the hardest to round cases, for a given function and a given floating-point format, would help to replace guessed bounds -which are usually overestimated -by sharper and rigorous bounds. It would thus enable one to design very efficient libraries with correct rounding [7, 8] . Then there would be no good reason any more to exclude those functions from the correct rounding requirements of the IEEE-754 standard.
Exhaustive search methods consist in finding the hardest to round cases of the given function in the given range. They give the best possible bound, but are very time-consuming. Moreover, a search for a given precision gives little knowledge for another precision. We propose here a new algorithm belonging to that class. It naturally extends the first algorithm proposed by Lefèvre [15] , and is based on Coppersmith's ideas.
Previous related work was done by Elkies, who gives in [9] a new algorithm using lattice reduction to find all rational points of small height near a plane curve; for example, his record: in ¿¾-bit arithmetic. More recently Gonnet [10] also used lattice reduction to find worst cases, however his approach seems equivalent to Lefèvre's algorithm. Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains in mathematical terms the problem we want to solve, recalls Lefèvre's algorithm and analyzes its complexity. Section 3 describes our new algorithm, after a short survey on lattice reduction and Coppersmith's work, which we heavily use. Section 4 presents some new worst cases found with our algorithm for the ¾ Ü function, in double-extended precision and quadruple precision. Section 5 discusses some ideas for possible improvements and open questions.
Preliminaries

Definitions and Notations
We assume we work here with floating-point numbers with a mantissa of Ò bits. Let AE ¾ Ò ; for instance, AE ¾ ¿ corresponds to double precision, AE ¾ corresponds to double-extended precision, and AE ¾ ½½¿ corresponds to quadruple precision. A worst case for a function is a floating-point number Ü such that ´Üµ has Ñ identical bits after the round bit. If all those Ñ bits equal (resp. differ from) the round bit, Ü is a worst case for directed rounding (resp. rounding to nearest).
For sake of simplicity, we consider here directed rounding only (towards ½, towards ·½, towards zero), since worst cases at precision Ò for all rounding modes are worst cases at precision Ò · ½ for directed rounding. (In general, we are interested in the worst cases for the inverse function too, in which case inputs are also chosen at precision Ò · ½ [16] .) To find worst cases for directed rounding, we throw away the first Ò significant bits of the result mantissa. Then a worst case of length Ñ corresponds to
notes the "centered" fractional part (see Fig. 1 ).
We also consider that both argument Ü and result Ý ´Üµ are normalized, i.e. ½ ¾ Ü ´Üµ ½. This is easy to achieve by multiplying Ü or ´Üµ by some fixed powers of ¾, unless the exponent of ´Üµ varies a lot in the considered range. This excludes the case of numerically irregular functions like × Ò Ü for large Ü. Given a polynomial approximation È´Øµ to AE ´Ø AE µ (for example, a Taylor expansion), the 
Lefèvre's Algorithm
Since we neglect the terms of order two or more in AE ´Ø AE µ, we must have ¾ Ì ¾ AE ½ Å so that the error coming from the polynomial approximation does not exceed the distance ½ Å . Together with Ì Å , it follows Ì AE ½ ¿ . Therefore the complexity of Lefèvre's algorithm is Ç´AE ¾ ¿· µ, since we have to consider AE Ì AE ¾ ¿ small intervals to check a complete mantissa range.
In practice, Lefèvre's algorithm is expensive but feasible for the double precision (AE ¾ ¿ ¡ ½¼ ½¼ ), near from the limits of the current processors for double-extended precision (AE ¾ ¿ ¡ ½¼ ½¾ ), and out of reach for quadruple precision (AE ¾ ¿ ¡ ½¼ ¾¾ ).
A New Algorithm Using Lattice Reduction
In this section, we first state some basic facts about lattices -we refer to [18] for an introduction to that subject -and we explain Coppersmith's technique, on which our algorithm is based. Then we introduce the algorithm, we prove its correctness and we analyze its complexity.
Some Basic Facts in Lattice Reduction Theory
A lattice Ä is a discrete subgroup of Ê Ò , or equivalently the set of all linear integral combinations of Ò linearly independent vectors over Ê, that is:
We define the determinant, also called the volume, of the lattice Ä as:
of Ä is not unique and on an algorithmic point of view, only bases which consist of short linearly independent vectors of Ä are of interest. Those so-called reduced bases always exist and can be computed in polynomial time with the well-known LLL algorithm [17] . 
Coppersmith (see [4, 5] , or [6] for a better description) recently found an important consequence of this theorem: one can compute in a time polynomial in ÐÓ the small roots of a modular multivariate polynomial modulo an integer . His method proved very powerful to factorize integers when some bits of the factors are known and to forge cryptographic schemes (see [2, 3, 4] for example). Our new algorithm intensely uses that technique.
The Integer Small Value Problem
The problem that will prove interesting in our case is the following: given a univariate polynomial È ¾ Ü of degree , find on which small integer entries it has small values modulo a large integer . Equivalently, we are looking for the small integer roots of the bivariate polynomial:
We now explain how Coppersmith's technique helps solving it. First let « be a positive integer (that will grow later to infinity), and assume´Ü ¼ Ý ¼ µ is a root of É modulo . We consider the family of polynomials É ´Ü Ýµ
Our goal is to build two integer combinations of those polynomials, Ú ½´Ü Ýµ and Ú ¾´Ü Ýµ, which take small values -i.e. less than « -for small Ü and Ý, more precisely Ü and Ý for fixed bounds and . Thus, if´Ü ¼ Ý ¼ µ is a small root of Ú ½ and Ú ¾ modulo « , Ü ¼ Ý ¼ µ is also a root of Ú ½ and Ú ¾ over . Finally,´Ü ¼ Ý ¼ µ will be found by looking at the integer roots of the resultant Res Ý´Ú½ Ú ¾ µ ¾ Ü .
It remains to explain how to find those two polynomials. For this we consider the lattice of dimension´« ·½µ´ «·¾µ ¾ generated by the vectors associated with the polynomials É ´ µ: the vector linked to a bivariate polynomial
Since we get a triangular matrix, the calculation of the determinant is obvious 3 : This heuristic has been made very often in cryptography (see [2, 3, 4] ).
The SLZ Algorithm
The real SValP is the following problem: Given a polynomial È, find for which integers Ø, È´Øµ is near an integer.
We solve this problem by reducing it to the integer SValP.
The difficulty is that È´Øµ has real coefficients, and the LLL algorithm does not work well with real input. The following algorithm overcomes that difficulty (we present here a complete algorithm to solve the 
Since É ½´Ø Ýµ and É ¾´Ø Ýµ are linear combinations of É´Øµ · Ý and its powers, theń Ø ¼ Ý ¼ µ is a common root of É ½´Ø Ýµ and É ¾´Ø Ýµ modulo Ì , and even over the reals since É ½ É ¾ Ì . Thus Ø ¼ is an integer root of Ê × Ý´É½´Ø Ýµ É ¾´Ø Ýµµ, and will be found at step ½½.
Choice of Parameters and Complexity Analysis
Coppersmith's Bound
Because of the use of Coppersmith's technique in our algorithm, to insure the algorithm does not return FAIL at step 9, the bound " " has to be verified. In our case, corresponds to Ì, to´ · ½ µ Ì and to Ì , so we get:
Choice of the Degree With Respect to Ì
Let´ µ the Taylor coefficients of . Since we neglect Taylor coefficients of degree · ½ and greater, the error made in the approximation to AE ´Ø AE µ by È´Øµ is ·½ Ì ·½ AE . Since we are looking for worst cases with È´Øµ Ñ Ó ½ ½ Å , we want Ì ·½ AE ½ Å , i.e. Ì ·½ AE Å .
Complexity Analysis
Thus we have two bounds for Ì: the first one Ì Å ½ comes from Coppersmith's method, the second one 
Working Precision
In step 1, we can use floating-point coefficients in the Taylor expansion È´Øµ instead of symbolic coefficients, as long as it introduces no error in step 3 while computing È ¼´ µ.
Let
be the th Taylor coefficient of . Then to get È ¼´ µ correct at step 3, the error on ǼÌ AEµ must be less than ½ ¾, thus the error on must be less than ½ ´¾ AE µ´AE Ìµ . Since AE Ì , it thus suffices to compute with ÐÓ ¾´¾ AE µ bits after the binary point. 
Experimental Results
We have implemented algorithm SLZ in the Pari/GP system (version 2.2.4-alpha) [1] and experimented it on a Athlon XP 1600+ under Linux. We have chosen the ¾ Ü function since it is the easiest one, with only one exponent range to study. Fig. 2 shows for each target precision (double, double-extended, quadruple), and for Å AE and Å AE ¾ , the best parameters (Ì , , and «) for our method, together with the estimated time to check the whole exponent range, i.e. AE ¾ floating-point numbers. For each precision, the first row gives the best parameters for the « ½ case, which is what Gonnet considers in [10] ; comparing that first row to the following ones shows the speedup obtained. For Å AE, the speedup increases from ¿ to ½ , whence is not dramatic. However for Å AE ¾ , we get a speedup of about ½¼¼¼ in quadruple precision with respect to the naive method ( « ½ ), with´ «µ ´ ¾µ. tuned implementation, and several computers running a few months, solving the Table Maker's Dilemma for the doubleextended precision is nowadays feasible for simple elementary functions.
Possible Improvements, Open questions
We have presented a new algorithm, based on lattice reduction, to search for worst cases for correct rounding of analytic functions. The first experimental results show that algorithm SLZ is quite efficient, especially to detect worst cases at distance much less than ¾ Ò , where Ò is the target precision. However the efficiency largely depends on the function considered, like in Lefèvre's algorithm.
Several open questions remain. Does this approach extend like in the modular case ( [4] ) to functions of two variables like Ü Ý or Ö Ø Ò Ü Ý ? Our algorithm is complementary to that of Elkies [9] , Proceedings of the 16th IEEE Symposium on Computer Arithmetic (ARITH'03) 1063-6889/03 $17.00 (C) 2003 IEEE which works well when Å AE (in our notation), i.e. when we expect many worst cases, whereas our algorithm is more efficient when Å AE, i.e. when we expect only few worst cases, or none. However, in the case of ´Üµ Ü ¿ ¾ , related to Hall's conjecture, Elkies proposes a special-purpose algorithm to find all worst cases at distance ½ AEin Ç´AE ½ ¾· µ. Does this algorithm generalize to other algebraic functions?
